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Abstract—The potentialities of Terahertz frequency band in the context of nano-scale communications are largely increasing, thanks to specific features that allow to overcome the issues related to the spectrum scarcity and capacity limitation. Apart from high molecular absorption and very high reflection loss that represent the main phenomena in Terahertz (THz) band, in this paper we investigate the chirality effects that affect the propagation medium, in the frequency range (4 – 10) THz. It is observed that in this interval the chiral parameter shows resonance peaks in specific frequencies.

In this paper we investigate the channel capacity in a special medium affected by chirality effects, such as biomolecules, DNA chains, etc. Specifically, we analyze the signal propagation in a chiral medium where a Giant Optical Activity (GOA) is present. This effect is typical of the so-called chiral-metamaterials. Through simulation results we distinguish the behavior of a chirality-affected channel with GOA in Line-of-Sight and Non-Line-of-Sight propagations, assuming different power allocation techniques and also comparing the performance to the case of No GOA.

Index Terms—THz band, chiral channel, Giant Optical Activity, nano-communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, the growing demand of nanocommunication systems has motivated many researchers to investigate towards the framework of Internet of NanoThings [1], with the increasing need to design accurate channel models working in the Terahertz band [2]. The Terahertz band has been identified in the range (0.06 – 10) THz [3], and represents one of the most promising spectrum bands to enable ultra-high-speed communications. Indeed, to overcome the spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations of current wireless systems, many researchers are investigating the potentialities of the THz band. Also, since existing channel models adopted for lower frequency bands are unsuitable for THz communications, the need of novel channel models specific for this frequency range is a challenge.

Recently, several studies have investigated the channel behavior in the THz band [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Specific features are evident when working in optic and almost-optic frequencies, like the very high molecular absorption loss or the very high reflection loss. Differently from traditional lower frequency bands, where the propagation is mainly influenced by the spreading loss only, the physical mechanisms in a THz band wireless transmission are (i) a very high molecular absorption loss and (ii) the spreading loss. The first concept has been broadly surveyed in [12], where the authors distinguish the time and frequency dependence. Jornet and Akyildiz in [4] present the effect of molecular absorption on the total system noise, by assuming different types and concentrations of molecules. The authors also show the effect of molecular absorption on the path loss and the channel capacity. In [5], Javed and Naqvi introduce SimpleNano that is an approximation to log-distance path loss model along with the random attenuation caused by the molecular absorption. The authors show that for certain band windows within the THz range SimpleNano experiences low molecular noise. Finally, for short-range THz communications Llatser et al. [6] study the influence of molecular absorption on both frequency and time domain.

Several works have investigated THz band channel in indoor environments, such as [13], [14]. In [15] the authors investigate the channel behavior in THz band for indoor environments. Similarly, Khalid and Akan [16] present experimental results of a 2 × 2 multiple-input multiple-output channel in THz band line-of-sight propagation. However, THz band can find interesting applications not only in indoor environments. For instance, the concept of spreading loss is exploited to derive the path loss behavior in the THz band, like in [7] where Yang et al. present the performance of an electro-magnetic (EM) channel for applications in body area networks. Other works present channel models for specific applications and contexts, like nanomedicine in [8] and graphene-based systems [9].

Furthermore, apart the study of specific features of channel model in THz band, it is also interesting to observe how the signals propagate into the medium, under the hypothesis of Line-of-Sight (LoS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) propagation. Indeed, a very high and frequency selective path loss are experienced in LoS links, while high reflections occur in NLoS propagation due to the type of material and the roughness factor of reflecting surfaces [15], [17], [18], [10]. For instance, Han et al. [18] consider a multi-ray approach by assuming reflected, scattered and diffracted paths, in order to model the main THz band channel features, such as the distance-varying spectral windows and the temporal broadening effects.

Leveraging on all previous related works, we notice that the channel modeling in THz band is mainly addressed through molecular absorption loss and spreading loss. However, other effects deserve to be considered and analyzed, such as the electromagnetic chirality effect and the specific features of the propagation medium, that are normally neglected in classical modeling of transmission channels. The relative chirality pa-
rameter is typical of a chiral homogeneous isotropic medium \textit{i.e.}, a medium with chiral impurities homogeneously and spatially distributed inside the host material [19]. Standard values are positive and lower than or equal to 1, but in particular media such as the chiral complex materials the relative chirality parameter becomes complex, with a frequency-dependent resonant behavior [20]. In this particular type of material, it is observed an enhanced rotation of the light polarization plane, known as Giant Optical Activity (GOA) [21]. A material exhibiting a GOA and affected by the chirality effects is called \textit{chiral metamaterial} [22], \textit{i.e.}, an artificial material that shows a frequency-dependent cross-coupling between the electric and magnetic fields. The study of performances of a GOA-affected material may be important for the propagation of the THz signals through stratified chiral-metamaterials.

We remind that metamaterials are unconventional materials, that is, artificial structures able to generate unique physical phenomenon such as the negative refraction index and backward waves [23], [24]. Typically, the properties of metamaterials have been utilized in the implementation of invisible cloaks, for sub-wavelength imaging [25], wireless power transfer [26], and antenna miniaturization [27]. In the context of wireless communications, the use of metamaterials could find effective applications [28], [29]. In [30], the authors present the channel characteristics (\textit{i.e.}, channel capacity and path loss) of a metamaterial-enhanced magnetic induction communication model, in case of a point-to-point and waveguide communication system. The proposed system applies to various environments that are structurally complex and challenging for RF wireless signals.

As next step, the use of chiral metamaterials for wireless communications in THz band is worth to be investigated. Chiral metamaterials represent perfect candidates for nanosystem applications realization, and more specifically, for all those operations in the THz and also higher frequencies. In fact, in comparison to natural materials, chiral metamaterials show strong response to the THz radiation, thus providing a great technological potential in several sectors such as imaging, sensing and also communications, by accordingly designing and fabricating a metamaterial structure [31], [32], [33]. Also, materials exhibiting a GOA show a huge potential in the achievement of active THz polarization components [34]. GOA consists in the ability to rotate the polarization state of light. This effect is typical of chiral structures such as DNA, bio-molecules, sugar solutions, etc. Thanks to the recent technological advancements, the possibility to control light polarization allows the realization of metamaterials that show a much stronger chirality than in the natural media. As a result, the corresponding devices can be ultrathin and miniaturized, suitable for lab-on-chip integration.

Finally, about fabrication of chiral metamaterials, generally, they are fabricated according to (i) the top-down and (ii) bottom-up approaches. In the top-down approach, various techniques are used, such as ion beam lithography, electron beam lithography and direct laser writing, in order to accordingly cut, mill and shape materials. On the other side, the bottom-up approach usually arranges small components into more complex assemblies. The interested reader can find more information in [35], [36], [37].

In this paper, we investigate how the chirality effects affect the channel capacity of a metamaterial, in order to pave the realization of chiral-based devices to fill the THz gap. For the best of our knowledge, chiral metamaterials have not been investigated yet in the context of THz band communications, and therefore represent a novel research topic. Among the main domains suitable for the use of chiral metamaterials, biomedicine is one of the most likely, \textit{i.e.}, preventive healthcare, surgery, quality control, nondestructive evaluation, tumor diagnostic, etc. Indeed, the electromagnetic propagation of THz signals through metamaterials fits well in biological environments (\textit{e.g.} deep implanted antennas in living matter or DNA channel modeling). An example of the biological context where the chirality effect can be found is depicted in Fig. 1 (a), with a transmitter and a receiver connecting to each other. In such a scenario, data can be transmitted along DNA chains, which can be modeled as a chiral medium (\textit{i.e.}, electric dipoles interconnected with magnetic loops) due to their specific double helix shape [38].

From the above considerations, we envisage the use of chiral metamaterials as a propagation medium along DNA strands, and –more in general– for in-cell communications. Indeed, each living cell contains DNA strands. For instance, in an eukaryotic cell –as depicted in Fig. 1 (b)–, DNA is enclosed in a membrane, which forms a structure called the nucleus.

It is worth to clarify that the use of chiral metamaterials as propagation medium does not represent an alternative to free-space propagation. Our purpose is to study the features of chiral metamaterials since several propagation environments (\textit{e.g.}, the human body) can be modeled by assuming the presence of the chiral effect. For example, in order to model the DNA helix chains as propagation medium we can use a
cascade of equivalent transmission lines, each one loaded with omega loops that are acting as localized magnetic dipoles. In this case the propagation medium is, clearly, not the free-space and the relative equivalent model is a meta-structure (that is a metamaterial propagation channel). Therefore, a more appropriate channel model based on chiral metamaterials is necessary. A deeper comprehension of the THz signals in chiral metamaterial can pave the realization of effective artificial bio-molecules to be exploited as information carrier in several domain spanning from medicine, agriculture, etc.

Recently, in [39] we investigated the chirality effects occurring in a chiral metamaterial, and introduced them into a full-wave propagation model of the electromagnetic field that propagates in the THz band. Then, we derived how the channel transfer function is affected by such chiral effects. Results about path loss in LoS and NLoS propagation modes, in case of biological and indoor application scenarios, have been presented in order to validate the proposed study. Also, in [40], we analyzed the specific behavior of transfer functions in a chiral-metamaterial channel exhibiting a GOA, in case of direct and multi-path propagation. Performance results were assessed in terms of capacity, propagation delays and coherence bandwidths.

All the previous results pushed us to keep on investigating on this unconventional material for communications in the THz band. Specifically, we observed that the tunability of a chiral matematerial allows to maximize the network performances for specific frequency sub-bands.

In this paper, we refer to our previous works [39], [40], [41] as a starting point to develop a channel model for nanocommunication applications in the (4−10) THz frequency band, when an artificial (metamaterial) propagation medium is present. Specifically, in [39] we introduced the chirality effects in the full wave model of THz signal propagation, and derived how the channel transfer function is affected by this particular effect. Results have been presented in terms of path loss in different scenarios and propagation modes. The next work [40] addressed the derivation of the other performances of a chiral metamaterial, i.e., the channel capacity, the propagation delay, and the coherence bandwidth.

Now, in this paper, we investigate how the channel of a chiral metamaterial responds to different inputs (i.e., pulse waveforms), thus achieving the channel capacity bounds in case of different power allocation schemes. As outlined in [40], due to the resonant behavior of the chiral parameter, the channel model in a chiral metamaterial shows specific frequency-dependent spectral windows, guaranteeing very high bandwidth values up to 6 THz that represents the maximum amount of bandwidth in the range (4−10) THz. In such a material, it is of very useful to investigate the capacity behavior. The main contributions of this paper are enumerated as follows:

1) To deeply motivate the reader about the choice of such an unconventional channel for nanocommunication purpose. Indeed, chiral metamaterials can be applied for nanoscale communications. They do not represent an alternative propagation medium to free-space, instead they need to be considered in specific scenarios where the chiral effects occur (e.g., when a biological propagation medium needs to be studied). This aspect is not present in previous works [39], [40];
2) To develop a channel model for EM nanocommunications in a chiral metamaterial in the frequency range (4−10) THz;
3) To propose different power allocation patterns that are useful for evaluating the performance of the chiral metamaterial, expressed in terms of channel capacity;
4) To present extensive simulation results by comparing the channel capacity bounds under different power spectral densities and for LoS/NLoS propagation modes. Also, a comparison of performances to the case of No GOA is shown. This aspect was not considered in [39], and only marginally in [40].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly present the frequency-dependent behavior of specific parameters of a chiral-metamaterial in the THz band. Indeed, the chiral impurities inside the propagation medium cause a change in the propagation velocity and in the refractive index, which reflect in a specific behavior of the channel transfer function. The chirality effects are evaluated also in the case when the considered medium exhibits a GOA [20], [42]. In Section III we derive the corresponding chirality-affected channel model for THz band, and present the frequency-dependent path loss in a chiral medium both with and without GOA. Section IV is then devoted to the performances of the chiral channel, assessed in terms of capacity per sub-band for different power allocation schemes and distances, in case of LoS and NLoS propagation modes, with and without GOA. We evince that best performances are obtained for LoS propagation in a medium exhibiting GOA. Finally, conclusions are drawn at the end of the paper.

II. FULL-WAVE PROPAGATION IN A CHIRAL-METAMATERIAL

The design of a full-wave propagation model for THz band within a medium affected by GOA is a complex task that requires information about the main characteristics of the propagation channel.

Unconventional materials (i.e., metamaterials) are special materials where the GOA is reinforced by using thin metallic crossed-structure impurities in the host dielectric medium. These specific materials are known as chiral metamaterials [22]. A chiral metamaterial shows that the displacement field existing inside the material is generated by an excitation expressed in terms of intensity of the incident electro-magnetic field. It follows that the chiral effects have a two-fold meaning, i.e., (i) an electric field applied on the material provides not only an electric induction, but also a magnetic displacement, and (ii) a magnetic field applied on the material provides not only a magnetic induction, but also an electric displacement, unlike from other non-chiral materials.

Chirality effects are shown in composite materials where the same handed wire-loop inclusions are distributed uniformly and randomly. This means that the material constitutive relations are changed with the addition of a third characteristic parameter (i.e., the chirality parameter) besides the dielectric permittivity and the magnetic permeability. The main
effect of chirality occurring in the THz frequency band, e.g.,
(0.06 − 10) THz, is the explosion of chiral parameter that
reaches values up to 40 times the normal ones, giving rise to
GOA.

Starting from the classic harmonic macroscopic Maxwell’s
equations, we can consider the electromagnetic propagation
inside a generic complex material, under the assumption
that it is a linear and chiral medium. In such a material,
chiral (magneto/electric-optical) effects occur according to the
following constitutive relations:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{B} &= \mathbf{\xi} \cdot \mathbf{E} + \mu_r \cdot \mathbf{H} \\
\mathbf{D} &= \varepsilon_r \cdot \mathbf{E} + \xi \cdot \mathbf{H}
\end{align*}
\]
where \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{H} \) are the magnetic displacement and
the magnetic field, respectively, while \( \mathbf{D} \) and \( \mathbf{E} \) are the electric
displacement and electric field, respectively. Also, the symbol
\( \cdot \) represents the scalar product operator and \( \xi, \mu_r, \varepsilon_r \) and \( \xi \) are
specific tensor quantities of the material. From (1) we observe
the chirality property through the dependence of (i) \( \mathbf{E} \) in \( \mathbf{B} \),
and (ii) \( \mathbf{H} \) in \( \mathbf{D} \).

For a GOA reciprocal material the specific constitutive
relations are as follows [43], [44]:
\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\mathbf{B} \\
\mathbf{D}
\end{array} \right] = \left[ \begin{array}{cc}
-j \xi \varepsilon_r & \mu_r \mu_f \\
\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r & -j \xi \mu_r
\end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\mathbf{E} \\
\mathbf{H}
\end{array} \right],
\]
where it is clear that the natural dielectric (where \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \mu_r \)
are the relative electric permittivity and magnetic permeability,
respectively) becomes a metamaterial with \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \mu_r \)
the relative permittivity and permeability, respectively, while \( c \)
and \( \varepsilon_0 \) are the light speed, \( \varepsilon_0 \) and \( \mu_0 \) are the vacuum
permittivity and permeability, respectively, and \( \xi \) is the relative
chirality parameter. Moreover, for a GOA material with specific features
and impurities as depicted in [20], at the frequency around
5 THZ and 8 THZ, there are four resonance frequencies of the
\( \frac{\varepsilon_r}{\mu_r} \) relative chirality parameter, i.e., [4.8, 5.6, 7.9, 8.2] THZ. A
similar consideration is applied to the relative permittivity and
permits the real part of the frequency-dependent behavior with resonant
peaks.

Notice that the proposed structure in [20] was based on a
stack of a planar dielectric (natural) slabs doped via metallic
impurities. The resulting structure is a metamaterial one,
with unconventional electromagnetic properties. It has been proposed
for novel terahertz device applications in the THz frequency
range, such as wave plate, ultrathin polarizer, band pass filters,
and others.

Finally, for sake of simplicity we assume that the GOA
channel is excited by a linear polarized electric field, whose
definition is obtained by inserting the specific GOA constitutive
relations (2) in the Maxwell’s equations and solving the
relative partial differential equation, i.e.,
\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
(\nabla - j \omega \xi) \cdot \mu^{-1} & \cdot (\nabla + j \omega \xi) - \omega^2 \varepsilon_r \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0 \\
(\nabla + j \omega \xi) \cdot \varepsilon^{-1} & \cdot (\nabla - j \omega \xi) - \omega^2 \mu_r \cdot \mathbf{H} = 0
\end{array} \right.
\]
where \( \nabla \) is the well-known Kong’s vector.

Notice that the proposed EM model is a like-Drude one
and shows only one resonance frequency [45]. In the Drude
model, the effective electric permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \) acts according to a
theoretical model, well confirmed by the experiments, where
one or more resonance frequencies appear [29].

However, since for a GOA medium in the frequency range
(4 − 10) THZ we observe four resonances for chiral parameter,
as well as for the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability,
as depicted in [39], it follows that the proposed EM
model can be easily extended to a more complex one, like a
Drude-Lorentz [45].

III. CHIRAL CHANNEL MODEL WITH GOA

After describing the main features of a chiral metamaterial
from the electro-magnetic propagation point of view, we now
investigate how the relative chiral parameter \( \xi_r \) affects the
channel performance in the (4 − 10) THZ band, under the
hypothesis of ray tracing propagation. Indeed, in Section II we
firstly derived the Drude-like EM model for a GOA channel;
then, we keep on exploiting Maxwell’s equations to obtain the
chirality dependence of the channel transfer functions in LoS
and NLoS scenarios. Specifically, in NLoS case, we focus on
reflected paths only due at generic reflection centers located at
\( z \)-plane, while omitting scattered, and diffracted rays. The
reflection characteristics of the transmissive channel can be
evaluated through the specific knowledge of the local planar
geometry associated to the reflection centers.

Following the multi-ray model in [10], let us model the
channel as the combination of several individual narrow sub-bands,
each of them with a flat-band response. In the \( i \)-th frequency sub-band, the channel impulse response is expressed
as a superposition of \( N \) rays. In the case of stationary
environment, the channel response in the \( i \)-th sub-band is given as:
\[
h_i (\tau) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_{i,n} \delta (\tau - \tau_n),
\]
where \( \alpha_{i,n} \) is the frequency-dependent attenuation of the \( n \)-th ray,
and \( \tau_n \) is the propagation delay of the \( n \)-th ray in NLoS
mode.

Following the well-known schemes of LoS and NLoS
propagation modes, from (4) we can derive the LoS and NLoS
channel transfer functions in the case of a chirality-affected
channel with GOA, respectively as [39]:
\[
H_{\text{LoS}} (f) = H_{\text{Abs}} (f) \cdot \text{H}_{\text{Spr}} (f) \cdot e^{-j2\pi f \tau_{\text{LoS}}},
\]
and
\[
H_{\text{NLoS}} (f) = \left[ \frac{\nu_c}{4\pi f (d_1 + d_2)} \right] e^{-j2\pi f \tau_{\text{NLoS}} - \frac{1}{2} k (f)(d_1 + d_2)} \cdot R (f),
\]
where we assume the NLoS scenario is affected by reflected
rays only through the rough surface reflection loss, i.e., \( R(f) \),
which depends on the material, the shape and the roughness
of the surface on which the EM field has been reflected.
Specifically, in the simulation results we considered the
reflection coefficient for the plaster as a function of the incident
angle, as reported in [10]. To give an example, a constant
value of \( -23 \) dB has been assumed for an incident angle
of \( 22^\circ \). Information about the related experimental setup can be
found in [10], where several examples of validation of multi-ray model with experimental measurements are shown. Also, in [46], a general measurement system is presented and a large amount of experimental data are shown.

We can notice that in the previous equations (5) and (6) the chirality factor appears through the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic field in a chiral homogeneous isotropic medium, i.e., \( \nu_c \). Indeed, in (5), \( H_{abs} \) represents the transfer function due to the molecular absorption loss, while \( H_{Spr} \) is the transfer function due to the spreading loss that takes account for the chirality effect as follows:

\[
H_{Spr} = \frac{\nu_c}{4\pi fr},
\]

where \( r \) is the distance in LoS between the transmitter and the receiver. The expression of \( \nu_c \) can be easily obtained as

\[
\nu_c = \frac{c}{n_c},
\]

where \( c \) is the light propagation speed and \( n_c \) is the refractive index in a chiral medium, defined as:

\[
n_c = \sqrt{\mu_r \varepsilon_r + \xi_r^2},
\]

with \( \mu_r \), \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \xi_r \) frequency-dependent parameters [40], [41]. The demonstration of previous result is provided in a dedicated Appendix in our recent work [39]. It follows that \( n_c \) is frequency-dependent. Notice that the electrical permittivity and the magnetic permeability are generally frequency-dependent for dispersive materials. The chirality factor \( \xi_r \) is generally frequency-independent unless the used material presents a GOA as it happens in chiral metamaterials (see e.g., [47], [48], [49]).

From the expressions of channel transfer functions in (5) and (6), we can compute the total path loss, as depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) in the case of LoS and NLoS propagations, respectively. We assume different distances from transmitter to receiver, and a specific reflecting angle for multi-path scenario (i.e., \( 22^\circ \)). We also compare the path loss in case of (i) GOA, and (ii) No GOA scenario. For the case of No GOA, we assumed \( \varepsilon_r = 1 \), \( \mu_r = 1 \), and \( \xi_r = 4 \).

As known, the total path loss of a propagating wave in the THz band depends on different parameters, such as the frequency and the distance, as well as the composition of the propagating medium at a molecular level. However, in Fig. 2, we omit the frequency-dependent behavior of molecular absorption, in order to better highlight the chirality effects that affect the path loss in specific resonance frequencies.

We notice that for increasing distances, the path loss has a higher trend. Furthermore, similarly to the results in [18] and independently from GOA, the LoS propagation in Fig. 2 (a) provides lower values of path loss with respect to the NLoS scenario depicted in Fig. 2 (b). In both LoS and NLoS, the behavior is frequency-dependent, but in LoS propagation the path loss has a smoother trend, with some low peaks at 5.8, 8.09 and 8.93 THz. On the other hand, for NLoS propagation, higher values are well noticeable at 5.8 and 8.93 THz, while on the other frequencies, the trend is on average flat around 35, 40 and 45 dB for \( d = 1, 5, \) and 10 mm, respectively. The curves for No GOA show a slow increasing behavior of path loss versus the frequency. We also observe higher values of path loss in case of No GOA (blue lines) with respect to GOA curves (black lines), except for a few peaks of path loss, as depicted in Fig. 2 (b) around 5.8 THz. This is mainly due to the frequency-dependent behavior of channel transfer functions in case of GOA.
Finally, in order to highlight how the chiral effect influences the path loss, in Fig. 3 we show the behavior of a metamaterial channel without chiral effects in case of LoS and NLoS propagation and different distances. As expected, the NLoS case has lower performances, which gets worse for increasing distances. However, the absence of chiral effect provides a flatter behavior of the path loss, approximable to the case of ξr = 1 in Fig. 2. In contrast, the GOA provides a very variable behavior of path loss w.r.t. frequency.

IV. CAPACITY ANALYSIS OF A CHIRAL CHANNEL

Following the chirality-affected channel model presented in Section III, we now investigate the capacity behavior in the (4–10) THz band. Specifically, we focus on the channel capacity in case of LoS and NLoS propagation and under different assumptions for power spectral density (p.s.d.) within the whole band of interest. Since in this paper our aim is basically addressed to the channel capacity behavior in LoS and NLoS propagation in a chiral-affected medium, in the simulation results, we assume a flat behavior for the molecular absorption loss, i.e., frequency-independent behavior [12]. Thus, the following results represent the behavior of channel capacity per sub-band along LoS and NLoS directions in a chirality-affected channel, by omitting the frequency-dependent molecular absorption effect. Results have been obtained in Matlab® environment.

The capacity limits in a chiral medium can be assessed by assuming the received signal as a sum of each contribution in the i-th sub-band, each one with a narrow behavior and a flat-band response, so that the following constraint is adopted:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N_B} P_i \leq P_{TOT},$$

(10)

where $N_B$ is the total number of sub-bands, $P_i$ is the transmission power in the i-th sub-band, and $P_{TOT}$ is the total transmit power in the (4–10) THz band. Notice that, since the chiral parameter has a frequency-dependent behavior in (4–10) THz band, we consider only this frequency range. Then, the overall capacity $C$ can be defined as the sum of the single capacities in each of $N_B$ sub-bands, i.e.,

$$C = \sum_{i=1}^{N_B} C_i = \sum_{i=1}^{N_B} \Delta f_i \log \left( 1 + \frac{|h_i|^2 P_i}{\Delta f_i S_N(f_i)} \right),$$

(11)

where $S_N$ is the power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise and $\Delta f_i$ is the sub-band range among two consecutive sub-bands, i.e., $\Delta f_i = f_{i+1} - f_i$. Specifically, in the whole range (4–10) THz we assume a gap of 10 GHz among two consecutive sub-bands and we obtain $N_B = 600$. We remark that in this paper our aim is to investigate the channel capacity in a chiral metamaterial when a GOA is present. This is accomplished through the derivation of the channel capacity in (11), which is affected by the chiral effect and the transmission power level. Also, the power profile in the i-th sub-band has a frequency-dependent behavior, and we can accordingly tune the working frequency in order to enhance the channel performances. More in detail, since the channel capacity per sub-band in (11) strictly depends on the channel transfer function, i.e., $h_i$, as well as the power profile, i.e., $P_i$, of the i-th sub-band, we expect to observe (i) a frequency-dependent behavior due to the chiral parameter affecting $h_i$, and (ii) different values of channel capacity per sub-band depending on a given power allocation scheme adopted in the i-th sub-band.

Fig. 4 depicts the channel capacity per sub-band as a function of the relative chirality parameter $\xi_r$, the electric permittivity $\varepsilon_r$, and the magnetic permeability $\mu_r$, each of them occurring at a given frequency, according to Table I. In Fig. 4 we choose different values of $\xi_r$, in order to better understand the behavior of the channel capacity per sub-band. Particularly, we consider the maximum and minimum values of $\xi_r$, i.e., $\xi_r = 13.66$, and $\xi_r = -9.17$ occurring at 4.8 THz and 7.9 THz, respectively. In addition, we consider the resonance peaks occurring at 5.6 THz and 8.2 THz, corresponding to $\xi_r = -7.5$ and $\xi_r = -5.5$, respectively. Finally, we compute the samples of channel capacity per sub-band for $\xi_r = 0$, $\xi_r = 5.68$, $\xi_r = 8.49$ occurring at 9.7, 5.68, and 4.86 THz. We notice that the channel capacity per sub-band has no linear dependence from the chiral parameter. Indeed, for a given frequency in the range (4–10) THz, there exist different values for $\varepsilon_r$, $\mu_r$, and $\xi_r$.

In the following, we present the analysis of channel capacity in a chiral metamaterial, assuming different power allocation schemes, in case of GOA and No GOA scenarios. In the expression of channel capacity (11), we can distinguish differ-
Fig. 6. Comparison of capacity per sub-band in NLoS propagation in the range (4 – 10) THz, in case of GOA and No GOA assumption, different p.s.d. and at a distance of (a) 1, (b) 5, and (c) 10 mm.

TABLE II
LIST OF MAIN PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS AND PROPAGATION MODES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>LoS</th>
<th>NLoS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOA</td>
<td>Direct connection (1 ray)</td>
<td>Frequency dependent behavior for $\xi_i$, $\varepsilon_i$, and $\mu_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency dependent behavior for $\xi_i$, $\varepsilon_i$, and $\mu_i$</td>
<td>Multi-ray model (5 rays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GOA</td>
<td>Direct connection (1 ray)</td>
<td>$\xi_i = 0$, $\varepsilon_i = 1$, $\mu_i = 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_i = 0$, $\varepsilon_i = 1$, $\mu_i = 4$</td>
<td>Multi-ray model (5 rays)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ent scenarios according to how the power level is distributed within the whole frequency band. As an instance, in the simplest case, we can assume a flat behavior of power spectral density in the $i$-th sub-band, i.e.,

$$P_i = P_{\text{flat}}(f) = \begin{cases} P_0, & \forall f \in B \\ 0, & \text{if } f \notin B \end{cases}$$

(12)

that is, the power transmission is uniformly distributed over the entire operative band (i.e., from 4 to 10 THz). Specifically, we consider a power level $P_0$ equal to 46 dBm, divided across all the sub-bands, i.e., $N_B = 600$. This represents a power allocation scheme where the power level is equally distributed over all the sub-bands—namely, equal power (EP) allocation scheme.

The EP scheme represents a very simple case that can be improved by accordingly choosing the power level $P_i$ in the $i$-th sub-band, following the waterfiling principle (WF), i.e.,

$$P_i = P_{WF}(f) = \begin{cases} \frac{K - \Delta f_i \cdot S_N(f)}{|h_i|^2}, & \text{if } K \geq \Delta f_i \cdot S_N(f) \\ 0, & \text{if } K < \Delta f_i \cdot S_N(f) \end{cases}$$

(13)

where $K$ is a constant accordingly chosen based on the total transmitted power (i.e., $K = 10^{12}$ in the simulation results).

Another approach for power allocation is related to the possibility of transmitting very short pulses, in the order of hundred femtoseconds. Typically, in THz band, these pulses are modeled following a Gaussian distribution,

$$p(t) = \frac{A}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(t-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}},$$

(14)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation (in seconds) of the Gaussian pulse, $\mu$ is the mean value of the distribution (in seconds) representing the time instant of the center of the pulse, and $A$ is a normalizing constant useful to adjust the pulse total energy. From (14), the p.s.d. of the $n$-order time derivate of a femtosecond-long pulse is also Gaussian shaped, and so the power level in the $i$-th sub-band has the following expression:

$$P_i = P_{\text{pulse}}^{(n)}(f) = A^2(2\pi f)^{2n}e^{-(2\pi f)^2}.$$  

(15)

This technique is then defined as Pulse-based power allocation.
As follows, we show the main results of channel capacity per different sub-bands. Table II collects all the relevant parameters used in different simulated scenarios.

Fig. 5 and 6 depict the channel behavior in a chiral affected channel for different p.s.d. schemes, in case of LoS and NLoS propagation with GOA, respectively. Particularly, we consider different time derivative orders for the pulse scheme i.e., $n = 1$ and $n = 4$, which correspond to a low- and high-order pulse power allocation approach (i.e., LO Pulse and HO Pulse, respectively). A comparison to the case of absence of chirality, i.e., No GOA scenario, is also depicted. As a first result, we notice that the channel capacity in case of No GOA has a flat behavior, slightly increasing for higher frequencies, and decreasing for lower distances. On the other side, due to the frequency-dependent resonant behavior of chiral parameter, the channel capacity in case of chirality-affected channel and GOA shows a variable trend, with peaks due to resonances. However, on average, we observe higher values of channel capacity with respect to the flat behavior obtained with No GOA curves, except for a few peaks below No GOA curves.

The channel capacity per sub-band shows high values in case of ($n = 4$) pulse power allocation scheme and as expected best performances are for lower distances. Particularly, in Fig. 6 (a) we compute the channel capacity per sub-band by assuming a distance of 1 mm and different p.s.d. schemes. We observe that best performances are obtained in the case of the pulse p.s.d. for $n = 4$. Similar considerations can be taken for other distances, such as in Fig. 6 (b) and (c) for 5 and 10 mm, respectively, where as expected we notice a decrease of channel capacity for higher distances. The behavior increases in the case of high-order pulse scheme (i.e., $n = 4$), and low-order pulse transmission (i.e., $n = 1$), followed by WF, while lowest values are obtained for EP case. We evince that since we can observe that on average the channel capacity per sub-band in the case of GOA outperforms the No GOA scenario, in the next simulations we will focus only on a chirality-affected channel with GOA effect.

In Fig. 7 and 8 we depict the channel capacity for LoS and NLoS propagation, respectively, both in the frequency range (4 – 10) THz, and assuming different delays of pulses, i.e., 50, 100 and 150 fs, and different distances, i.e., 1, 5, and 10 mm. We observe that for lower pulse delays, the channel capacity per sub-band is slightly increased. On the other side, the capacity has a decreasing trend for increasing delays and higher frequencies. This is also noticeable for low derivative number $n$, which causes a strong decrease of capacity specially for highest pulse delays (i.e., $\sigma = 150$ fs). Indeed, by computing the $n$-order time derivative of the Gaussian pulse, the corresponding p.s.d. is shifted towards higher frequencies. Also, since the path loss increases with frequency and distance,
the channel capacity per sub-band increases for higher time derivatives. Again, by comparing Fig. 7 and 8, we observe that LoS scenario presents—as expected—higher values of channel capacity per sub-band.

In Fig. 9 (a), we can notice that by increasing the pulse delay the channel capacity shows a decreasing trend for increasing frequencies. Indeed, in LoS the capacity gap in the case of 50 and 100 fs for a distance of 1 mm is smaller for lower frequencies (e.g., 6.4 Mbit/s at 4 THz), while it increases for higher frequencies (e.g., 20.4 Mbit/s at 6.9 THz, and 21.3 Mbit/s at 8.89 THz). The same consideration is applied in the case of 50 and 150 fs pulses, where we observe that longer delays cause a degradation of channel capacity around 8.89 THz.

A similar consideration can be applied to the case of NLoS propagation as depicted in Fig. 9 (b), where we observe values of capacity similar to those obtained for LoS. Also in this scenario, for longer pulses the capacity experiences lower values, especially for the resonance peak at 8.9 THz where the trend reaches the lowest value ($\approx 10^{4}$ bit/s) for $\sigma = 150$ fs.

Lastly, in Fig. 10 and 11 we show the channel capacity per sub-band in the case of high-order pulse scheme (i.e., $n = 4$), for LoS and NLoS propagation, respectively. This trend is computed for different time delays and is compared to the low-order pulse scenario (i.e., $n = 1$) for different distances. We notice that the high-order pulse scheme outperforms the low-order pulse case. When the time delay increases, the trend of channel capacity decreases and a very low performance is reached in the case of ($n = 4$) pulse scheme for long pulse delays. Indeed, for 150 fs pulses and at higher frequencies the capacity behavior is strongly decreased. On the other side, for ($n = 1$) pulse scenario, the performance is still acceptable also for higher frequencies.

To summarize, in Table III we collect the values of the channel capacity sampled at the frequency of 7.9 THz, corresponding to one resonant peak of the chiral parameter and also to the maximum value of channel capacity in case of GOA and different power allocation schemes. Then, Table III shows the values of the channel capacity at 7.9 THz in case of GOA/No GOA, LoS/NLoS propagation, different power allocation schemes, and distances.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the performance—expressed in terms of capacity bounds—of a chirality-affected channel with GOA, under the hypothesis of LoS and NLoS propagation in the $(4 - 10)$ THz band. We considered the effects of the relative chiral parameter through a frequency-dependent behavior with resonant peaks at specific frequencies.

Simulation results have been assessed for different power allocation schemes, propagation modes, and distances. As a result, we were able to identify specific scenarios that guarantee high performances. Specifically, in LoS with the high-order pulse power allocation scheme (i.e., HO-Pulse), the chirality-affected channel with GOA can guarantee a capacity approaching $10^{9}$ bit/s, also for higher distances. Also, a comparison to a chiral-metamaterial channel without GOA has shown lower performances, thus motivating researchers to keep on investigating into the field of chirality-affected channels with GOA for THz communications.
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Fig. 10. Capacity per sub-band in a chirality-affected channel in LoS propagation with GOA, in case of low-order pulse scenario \( (i.e., n = 1) \) and high-order pulse transmission \( (i.e., n = 4) \), for (a) 50, (b) 100, and (c) 150 fs pulses.

Fig. 11. Capacity per sub-band in a chirality-affected channel in NLoS propagation with GOA, in case of low-order pulse scenario \( (i.e., n = 1) \) and high-order pulse transmission \( (i.e., n = 4) \), for (a) 50, (b) 100, and (c) 150 fs pulses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Power allocation</th>
<th>GOA</th>
<th>No GOA</th>
<th>GOA</th>
<th>No GOA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LoS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>41.94</td>
<td>33.85</td>
<td>0.0928</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>70.11</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>395.3</td>
<td>277.1</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>9.806</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>28.78</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>87.15</td>
<td>59.46</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>345.2</td>
<td>235.5</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>91.24</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>0.1224</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>272.3</td>
<td>151.1</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLoS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>41.94</td>
<td>33.85</td>
<td>0.0928</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>70.11</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>395.3</td>
<td>277.1</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>9.806</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>28.78</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>87.15</td>
<td>59.46</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>345.2</td>
<td>235.5</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wf</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-order Pulse</td>
<td>91.24</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>0.1224</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-order Pulse</td>
<td>272.3</td>
<td>151.1</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


